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OVERVIEW

The Business of Events is committed to helping create a successful,
sustainable, open and inclusive events sector.

Developing up to date and real time knowledge on the current thinking
and sentiment of audiences across the global business events
community, is crucial in developing a considered and effective sales,
marketing and communications strategy.

This is why we invest in regular research and market insights across a
range of global audiences, and make them available to you, for free, to
help you shape your own thinking.

We also share these with our partners across Government, to help
develop our competitive advantage and show the value that business
events can bring to the UK

METHODOLOGY

For this highlight report, we used desk-based research and engagement
across our extensive social media channels, to survey three key business
audiences from the buyer community.
Corporate event planners
Association planners
Agency planners
These audiences were surveyed over a two week period towards the end
of May and early June 2022 and across the three key geographical
territories of the United Kingdom, Western Europe and North America.
We were specifically interested in those areas which they considered to
be important when selecting a destination or major venue in a post
pandemic environment.
The research focussed on twelve specific areas, ranging from
accessibility and ease of travel, through to venue quality and suitability
and respondents were asked to rank each on a simple scale of 1 - 10, with
1 being regarded as not very important and 10 as very important.
A summary of the key findings can be found on the following page and
the individual geographic data, in chart form, thereafter.

KEY FINDINGS

As you might expect, given the assumption that planners from each
region would have differing priorities, the key findings contrasted
slightly according to each region. For example;
While sustainability continues to grow its importance in terms of
a decision-making factor in destination selection in the UK and
Europe, ranking 8, it does not have the same significance
amongst the North American Audience
Cost and value for money remain very important across all buyer
markets
Destination brand and destination support are also growing in
importance, although skills and talent are surprisingly not
Venue quality and quality of welcome both rank very highly,
especially to the US audience
Accessibility and ease of travel remain very high in importance
for all markets
US planners regard safety & security the highest importance of all
three regions ranking it 10, which is significant, given the work
being done around the forthcoming Protect Duty legislation
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SUPPORTING PARTNERS
For 2022, we are delighted to have the following organisations
supporting our programme of activities.

ABOUT

The Business of Events is a cross sector not for profit series of events and
reports, designed to raise the importance and profile of business events
in the UK, as an economic, policy and societal driver.

We achieve this through bringing together leaders from across the
business events sector to connect with government, policy makers and
influencers, public sector organisations and politicians.

We also produce regular reports and insights, including our Global
Planner Sentiment and Global Destination reports, which help shape
strategy and thinking for venues, destinations and anyone involved in
the business of events.

All of these activities are supported by a team of strategic and
supporting partners, including the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media & Sport, the All Party Parliamentary Group for Events, VisitBritain,
VisitScotland Business Events, Visit Wales the UK Events Industry Board
and the Business Visits & Events Partnership.

CONTACT

For further information regarding The Business of Events, including
discussing speaking opportunities, media enquiries or partner
opportunities please contact us.

+44 (0)1892 619100

tboe@daviestanner.com

To keep up to date on everything related to The Business of Events,
please subscribe to our social media channels.

